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Introduction  
 
Let this eBook introduce only the most important elements of the Integrated Reasoning section for the purposes of t he GMAT 
exam. 
 
The Integrated Reasoning section introduces various question types that make your brain think in unnatural ways. Part of the 
way to dominate the GMAT will be to get familiar with these question types using GMAT Pillôs Interactive Question Platform to 
study your GMAT with.  
 
For a more clear-cut understanding of specific integrated reasoning questions, sign up for the Integrated Reasoning Pill! Other 
pills include the SC, CR, RC, DS, and PS Pills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/
https://www.gmatpill.com/amember/signup-secure.php
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About Us  

GMAT Pill is a unique, thought-process video based approach to dominating the GMAT exam. Our quick and 
painless approach focuses on helping you maximize your score in as little time as possible.  Study less. 
Score More.  
 
The techniques designed by Zeke Lee, a Stanford graduate, were originally only accessible by the very 
wealthy who could afford tutoring rates of $250 per hour. Sinc e Zeke released his study methods out into 
the public, his techniques have gone viral. Thousands have learned the GMAT Pill Study Method and now ï 
itôs your turn.  
 

GMAT Pill Has Been Featured in é 
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Training MBA Candidates From Around the World 

 
 
 

A Few Unsolicited Email Reviews  
 
Skip to other unsolicited email reviews 

¶ Kelvin 780 
¶ Asian Female Wharton 740 
¶ Kang Cao 690 to 760 
¶ Brendan Brosnan Review 

¶ New customer email thank youôs 
¶ Oxford MBAôs experience with numerous prep providers 
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Kelvin 780   

Read more about Kelvin here.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Asian Female Wharton 740 

Read more about this student (Asian Female) here.  
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/gmat-score-780-q51v46-25-minutes-left-quant-40-minutes-left-verbalwow/
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/gmat-score-780-q51v46-25-minutes-left-quant-40-minutes-left-verbalwow/
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/gmat-score-780-q51v46-25-minutes-left-quant-40-minutes-left-verbalwow/
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/degmat-story-9-wharton-gmat-690engmat-story-9-wharton-gmat-690zhgmat-story-9-wharton-gmat-690/
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Listen to Kang Caoôs 760 + $50,000 MBA Scholarship Story Here 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

http://www.gmatpill.com/the-gmat-pill-method/better-than-kaplan-gmat179-investment-yields-50000-gmat-pill-student/
http://www.gmatpill.com/the-gmat-pill-method/better-than-kaplan-gmat179-investment-yields-50000-gmat-pill-student/
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Brendan Brosnan Review 
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New Customer Email 
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Good words and Oxford MBAôs Experience with Numerous GMAT Prep Providers 

 
Read more about this Oxford MBAôs experience with GMAT Prep 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/gmat-prep-manhattan-gmat-mckinsey-analyst-struggled-gmat-2-yrs-discovered-gmat-pill-hit-700-graduated-oxford-business-school/
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/gmat-prep-manhattan-gmat-mckinsey-analyst-struggled-gmat-2-yrs-discovered-gmat-pill-hit-700-graduated-oxford-business-school/
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Integrated Reasoning : What is it?  

Key Points for Integrated Reasoning  

 

Not computer adaptive  like the Verbal and Quant section of the GMAT 

Does not count towards your ñ800ź score; score is separate just like the AWA writing score (which is out of 6)  

NO Partial Credit ; must get all subquestions correct to receive credit for that question  

Scaled score out of 8 ; percentile ranking reported (and these %iles change every month based on data collected from each 
set of test takers each month)  

Q: How does Integrated Reasoning affect your 800 score?  

GMAT Pill:  It doesnôt. You actually get a completely separate score for it ï similar to the way you get a separate AWA score. 
So your score transcript will show your 800 score, your AWA score, and your IR score. 
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You can read more about Integrated  Reasoning scoring here. 

Q: Will there be a calculator for the integrated reasoning section?  

Yes, onscreen calculator. Unlike the quant section of the existing GMAT section, the integrated reasoning section will involve 
ñweirdò math. 
 
I say weird, because sometimes youôll be using a lot more realistic numbers. Rather than seeing nice round numbers, or nice 
decimals, youôll actually see things like 
 
.738 billion 

And you might have to divide that by 1.25% . However, most questions you can solve without doing such detailed calculations. 
The goal is not so much as to trip you on your math as it is to test you on some real -world scenarios with real-world data. 

On the regular Quant section, you wouldnôt see weird numbers like this. But the purpose of the IR section is to be more ñreal-
worldò realistic in terms of the numbers youôd actually use in business and in business school. So yes, youôll see these kinds of 
numbers and may very well need to use the on -screen calculator. 

Q: How much longer will the exam be?  

Actually itôs going to be the same amount of time. But itôs going to take the place of the 2nd AWA essay. So total time of the 
exam is still the same ï 3 hours and 30 minutes. However, itôs going to be a lot more grueling because the amount of thinking 
involved to sort data, do calculations, and think critically on the IR section will be a lot more than the amount of thinking that 
you would have done for just a simple essay. 

 

There are 4 types of Integrated Reasoning Questions  

12 IR questions will be auto-generated for the exam. The approximate types of questions youôll see (again, depending on how 
the algorithm calculates and the level of difficulty of questions select ed) will be: 

1. ~4 Two -Part Analysis 

2. ~3 Graphics Interpretation  

3. ~2 Table Analysis 

4. ~3 Multisource Reasoning questions. 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/gmat-section-june-2012-integrated-reasoning/
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Type #1  of 4 : Graphics Interpretation   

ï Here youôre given some kind of graph. It could be a bar chart, an XY scatter plot graph, or pie graph, or a Venn diagram. Your 
job is to interpret the graph and answer the question.                   
Now of the 12 integrated reasoning questions you get in the 30 minutes, ~3 of those 12 will be graphical interpretation 
questions. Each of those 3 questions will be formatted in the same way.  

 

Youôll be given a diagram/graphic and your question will be formatted in the form of a drop down question. There will be two 
(2) statements and each statement will have a dropdown where you will have to select the app ropriate option that best fills in 
that sentence.  
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Type #2  of 4 : Two -Part Analysis   

This usually asks you two questions that both have the same selection pool of available answer choices. The first question is in the 
first column and the second question is in the second column. 

 
Out of the 12 integrated reasoning questions youôll see in those 30 minutes you get for 
this section, ~4 of them will be two part analysis questions. Thatôs the most out of these 
4 types of questions. All four of these two -part analysis questions will ask you to choose 
1 answer for each of the 2 COLUMNS. 

An example of the two-column format is shown to the left : 

 

Note this ñtwo-partò format differs from the confusingly similar ñthis/thatò question 
format, which youôll find i n the Table Analysis and Multi-Source questions described 
below. 

 

The two-part analysis questions can be either quant-focused or verbal-focused. Thereôs 
no guarantee youôll get at least one of each on the exam but generally you can expect 
to spend more time reading through the passages for these questions ï they can get to 
be quite wordy. Even on the quant focused questions, you might find yourself taking 
multiple steps just to get to your answer.  

 

And remember, thereôs only one answer in each column (not 5 or 6 answers with one in 
each row). The answer choice here is in columns so only two parts to this question.  
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Type #3  of 4 : Table Analysis   

This involves interpreting a table of information. You might have a few rows of data with a number of columns. You  will 
have the ability to sort columns to help you sort through the pile of data. You will be asked a true or false question and yo u 
must answer yes or no for this integrated reasoning question.  
 

 
 
Of the 12 integrated reasoning questions youôll see, ~2 of them will be table analysis questions. Both of these ~2 questions 
will be in the ñthis/thatò question format. Your job will be to choose Yes/No or True/False for each of the answer choices 
provided. Most of the time, you will see ~3 rows of answer choice s ï so you will need to pick 3 answers corresponding to the 
2 options for each of those 3 answers. Hereôs what it looks like: 

Note the ñThis/Thatò format is similar but not the same as the ñtwo-partò format mentioned above for the Two Part Analysis 
questions. Donôt worry, youôll get the hang of it through the GMAT Pill videos. 
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Type #4  of 4 : Multi -Source Reasoning   

This one involves multiple tabs of information. Usually the first question will correspond with the first tab and the second 
question will correspond with the second tab and so on. All tabs will be related in some way.  
 

 
 

Of the 12 integrated reasoning questions that you get 30 minutes to do, ~3 of them will be multi -source questions (MSR for 
short). ~2 of the 3 questions will be formatted in the  ñThis/Thatò format that we talked about earlier in the Table Analysis 
section. You can see it in the above example, each row gets one answer and there are 3 rows.  
 
And the remaining ~1 question will be in the traditional multiple choice format.  
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Integ rated Reasoning Scoring  

If there are 12 questions and I get full credit for 10, what is my score?  

Well first, itôs a complicated scoring process. 

Your score is going to be scaled, but only for the questions that actually count . 

What questions donôt count? Well, the experimental questions. Itôs possible that there are 4 experimental questions, in which 
case 8 IR questions actually count toward your raw score out of 8. However, you might see 3 or even just 2 experimental 
questions, in which case you might have 9 or 10 IR questions that actually count. Your score would then be calculated as # of 
IR questions correct (for the 8, 9, or 10 that actually count) out of the 8, 9, or 10 questions that actually count. That rat io is 
then placed on a scale out of 8. The integer value (probably rounded) is then your score for the integrated reasoning section.  

A lot of different scenarios can play out for your score. In sample example passes for the GMATPrep Software, it was possible to 
get a full score of 8 with two or eve n three questions wrong. Itôs likely that those 2 or 3 questions wrong were the experimental 
questions. One possibility is that 10 of the 12 questions counted toward the IR score ï meaning 2 of them were experimental. 
So then, of the 10 questions you might  get 9 out of 10 correct. Well, what does 9 out of 10 convert to when scaled out of 8? 
Well now that depends on the overall difficulty of those 10 questions you got. Itôs possible that getting 1 wrong here still 
converts to an 8!  

On the other hand, itôs also possible that you got 4 experimental questions, so 8 of them actually count. Of those 8, you get one 
wrong. So you have 7 out of 8 correct. What does that convert to for your raw score? Well, difficulty needs to be factored in . 
Your overall difficulty might be average and 7 out of 8 might convert to a raw score of 7!  

So in the first example getting 1 wrong in the set of 10 questions that count might get you an 8, but getting 1 wrong in this  set of 8 
questions that count might get you a 7!  

1 wrong = raw s core 8 
1 wrong = raw score 7  

Itôs unclear whether one wrong gets you an 8 or a 7. It entirely depends on: 

1) Which questions you got wrong (real vs experimental)  
2) How many questions you received that actually counted (8, 9 or 10?)  
3) Overall difficulty o f the collection of questions you received 
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In a few sample runs, we saw the following results in GMAT Prep software. 

12 correct => 8 raw score  
11 correct => 8 raw score  
10 correct => 8 raw score  
9 correct => 7/8 raw score (depending on total difficulty lev el) 
8 correct => 7 raw score  
7 correct => 5/6 raw score  
6 correct => 5 raw score  
5 correct => 4 raw score  
4 correct => 3 raw score  
3 correct => 2 raw score  
2 correct => 2 raw score  
1 correct => 1 raw score  
0 correct => 1 raw score  

So it looks like in these sample runs, the questions that we answered incorrectly might mostly have been experimental questions 
ï since 2 or even 3 questions wrong still scored an 8. 

But note, the above example is not always the case. You have no idea which ones are the experimental questions. If this set of 
12 questions differed in number of questions that actually counted and differed in total difficulty of questions, we could ha ve a 
different outcome for results. So, this chart is not 100% accurate but since there are so many mo ving parts, you can use this 
chart above as a guide. 

What else can we draw from this chart? Itôs a little bit of gamble whether you have breathing room at the top. Getting 2 or even 
3 wrong can get you a full score ï just hope that you got the experimental  ones wrong, got all really difficult questions, and 
received more than 8 questions that actually counted toward your score. So itôs true, you donôt need to get everything correct in 
order to get a full score.  

In some cases, as long as you demonstrate competency by getting about 10/12 correct you can get full score (with the caveats 
mentioned above). Either way, we want to reiterate that this section really shouldnôt be your focus when studying for the GMAT. 
The focus of your energy should be on the verbal and quant sections of the exam that come AFTER you complete this integrated 
reasoning section on the actual day of the exam. Verbal + Quant are the real sections that count toward your 800 score, which  
is what business schools REALLY care about. 
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The order of the exam is:  

1) AWA Essay (30 minutes)  

2) Integrated Reasoning (30 minutes)  

3) Then Quant and Verbal (75 minutes each) 

Donôt let the integrated reasoning hur t your stamina, brain power, and most important confidence going into the important 
section of the exam! 

 

Additional Points for Integrated Reasoning 

1. Above, we broke down the 12 questions into the 4 types of questions. Youôll have 30 minutes to complete ï thatôs an 
average of 2 minutes and 30 seconds per question. 

2. Note the integrated reasoning section will be near the BEGINNING of your exam ð right after the 1st essay ĺ  but 

before the Quant and Verbal sections which are responsible for your overall 800 score. 

3. You cannot go backwards on the test. This IR section is not computer adaptive. So, rather than getting harder and harder 
questions as you get them correct, the 12 questions you get have already been determined by the computer when the test loads.  

4. The order in which you see the different types of question types is completely random. Th at means you might sometimes 
get a two -part analysis question first. Sometimes you might see multi -source, etc. Donôt try to guess which question type youôll 
get first. In sample runs, there tended to be more two -part analysis questions (4/12) so be sure to prepare for this section. Of 
course, itôs possible you may get 3/12 questions as well ï just be prepared.  

5. In terms of scoring, the number of correct responses that count (meaning we exclude the 2 -4 experimental questions) 
out of total # of questions that count will be scaled to get your raw score out of 8. The scaling factor will be based on 1) # of 
questions you received that actually count and 2) total difficulty level of all questions you received. So, itôs not as simple as 
ñgetting 8/12 questions correct translates to an IR score of 6ò. Another person taking the exam can get 8 correct and get an IR 
score of 7. Click here for more details on integrated reasoning scoring. 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/enscoring-scale-gmat-integrated-reasoning-section-key-takeaways/
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6. Itôs possible that if you get 10 out of 12 questions correct you can still get a perfect score.  If the two you missed are 
experimental questions, you actually got 10 out of 10 correct. If the ones you got incorrect were actually real questions, then 
you actually got 8 out of 10 correct. One may scale to an 8, the other may scale to a 7. To further complicate this, they bot h 
may scale to the same score once we factor in difficulty level. So regardless of the mechanics, just try to do your best on the IR 
ï thereôs no way to figure out which questions are experimental. 

7. If youôre shooting for that perfect score, donôt worry about being too much of a perfectionist. Remember, there are 
experimental questions so a 10/12 correct can still get you a perfect score  if the ones you get wrong are experimental questions  

8. There is no partial credit  on IR questions. You must get all parts to a question correct to receive credit for the whole 
question. Two-Part Analysis questions have 2 parts, Table Analysis questions have 3 parts, MSR questions mostly have 3 parts 
but sometimes can have 1 part (multiple choice), and Graphics Interpretation questions have 2 parts. Again, there is NO parti al 
credit for IR questions.  

9. You can read more about integrated reasoning scoring here. 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/enscoring-scale-gmat-integrated-reasoning-section-key-takeaways/
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Two Part Analysis: What are the 2 Parts? 
The two-parts are the t wo columns in which you have to choose a correct response, one in each column. 

And before these answer choices, youôll see a long passage that can be verbal based (CR + a lot of reading) OR it can be quant 
based (problem solving / data sufficiency + lots o f words). It can be overwhelming and getting lost while answering these 
questions can be a problem for many test takers.  

Well, for this section of the exam, GMATPill has developed frameworks and a video-based approach to communicating strategy 
and thought process to break these questions down. Whether you have a complex verbal-based or quant-based two-part 
analysis question, we help you break down the process. Through visualization, frameworks, challenge questions, we step 
through all parts of a question wi th you.  

Why is this important for the IR questions? Well, because these questions are complicated. Rather than having under 2 minutes 
per question, for IR questions you are allocated 2 minutes and 30 seconds for each question. Each question is longer to read, 
takes longer to comprehend, and also takes longer to set up frameworks to attack. As a result, some hand holding is going to be 
helpful. 

With the RC Pill, we showed you what to read and what not read and why cutting the fluff was important. But with IR questions, 
youôre going to want to read everything and comprehend everything ï paying attention to details rathe r than skipping around 
paragraphs is going to be the best approach. Thereôs going to be a lot of information, and itôs your job when you answer the 
question to sift through whatôs important and whatôs not. There will be a lot of extraneous information. But there is no way to 
skip it like you can with RC. 
 
For the quant-based two-part analysis questions, we also see a lot more complexity. We recommend connecting the puzzle 
pieces in order to quickly picture what information you DO know and what information you DONôT know. If you have a 
connecting relationship between something you DO know and eventually to something you DONôT know, then there is a possible 
way to figure out what that question mark is.  

Two-part analysis might be the most common type of IR question  ï based on some practice test runs. Itôs absolutely crucial to get 
both columns correct in order to get cred it for the question so familiarize yourself with the question type. Develop some kind of 
approach or strategy. And then go ahead and destroy it when you take the new GMAT exam. 

http://www.gmatpill.com/practice-questions-explanations-gmat-prep/gmatpill-releases-reading-comprehension-pill-video-guide-rc/
http://www.gmatpill.com/practice-questions-explanations-gmat-prep/gmatpill-releases-reading-comprehension-pill-video-guide-rc/
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Two Part Analysis Sample Framework: Table Top  Preview  

 
A good assumption satisfies 2 requirements 
1) Is Relevant 
2) Can help answer a potential challenge question 
 
Example Argument:  ñOn Tuesday, I can beat you in video games.ò 
 
Assumption =  ? 
 
Challenge Quesiton  #1:  Ask yourself - ñHow is it that on Tuesday  (specifically ï as opposed to Saturday), I can beat you in video 
games.ò 
 
Challenge Question  #2:  Ask yourself - ñHow is it that on Tuesday, I can beat you in video games (specifically ï as opposed to board 
games).  
 
The assumption is the statement that helps to answer the above 2  challenge questions. 
Becauseé. 

Assumption #1) é on Tuesday (specifically this day), I have access to cheat codes. 
Assumption #2) éwith video games (as opposed to other games), I happen to have cheat codes.  
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In Conclusion : The argument ñOn Tuesday, I can beat you in video gamesò makes more sense when it is supported by the assumption 
that on Tuesday (specifically), I have access to cheat codes. 
 
Alternatively, the argument ñOn Tuesday, I can beat you in video gamesò makes more sense when it is supported by the assumption 
that I have cheat codes specifically for video games. 
 
This basic table -top framework  becomes the foundation for all assumption-argument / strengthening / weakening / and inference 
questions. 

 

Two Part Analysis Sample Framework: Imaginary 3 rd  Column  Preview  
 

First Column Second Column Imaginary 3 rd column 

Either Neither One but not the other  

True False Cannot definitively say 
true or false 

Yes No Cannot definitively say 
yes or no 

 
Format:  All of the two -part analysis questions are formatted in a table format with two columns of radio buttons. Each column 
of radio buttons needs to be matched and answered with one of the answer options listed in the rows.  
 
The headings of each of the two columns tend to contradict each other. But itôs important to note that these two columns do 
not cover the entire scope. 
 
Two Part Analysis Trap:  You cannot simply go down the 4-6 answer choices and ask yourself if that statement is true or 
false. Just because a statement is not true, does not mean you should mark that answer is false.  
 
Instead, you should approach these questions by asking yourself whether the statement is definitely true or if itôs definitely 
false. If you cannot definitively say either one, you can group that statement into an imaginary th ird column. 
 
Purpose : The purpose of the imaginary third column is to help you better see the big picture and recognize that there is a 
grey area. When you go through each statement, donôt feel forced to put each statement into one of the two buckets provided. 
Thereôs always that third imaginary bucket that statement may belong to.  
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The easiest way to figure out which statements belong in that imaginary third column, and can therefore be eliminated as a 
potential answer, is to find statements that are NOT relevant. Statements that are not relevant to the topic at hand most often 
fit into this third column. Try the sample questions in the next section and youôll better understand how it all fits together. 

 

Two -Part Analysis Practice Questions  (5) with Video Explanations  
 

Two Part Analysis Sample Question  #1  

 
   Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-
prep/Google%20and%20Facebook%20Developers/question/1093 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-cat-practice-test/integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis/question/1093
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Google%20and%20Facebook%20Developers/question/1093
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Google%20and%20Facebook%20Developers/question/1093
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Two Part Analysis Sample Question #2  
 

 
 
 

Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-
prep/Plane%20Takeoff%20Velocity/question/1150 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-cat-practice-test/integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis/gmat-prep/Plane%20Takeoff%20Velocity/question/1150
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Plane%20Takeoff%20Velocity/question/1150
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Plane%20Takeoff%20Velocity/question/1150
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Two Part Analysis Sample Question #3  
 
 

 
 

Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-
prep/Disappearing%20Bees/question/1098 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-cat-practice-test/integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis/gmat-prep/Disappearing%20Bees/question/1098
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Disappearing%20Bees/question/1098
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Disappearing%20Bees/question/1098
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Two Part Analysis Sample Question #4  

 

 
 

Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-
prep/Cookie%20Jar%20Math/question/1149 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Cookie%20Jar%20Math/question/1149
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Cookie%20Jar%20Math/question/1149
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Two Part Analysis Sample Question # 5 

 

 

 
Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-
prep/Custom%20Basketball%20Rules/question/1273 

 
 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-cat-practice-test/integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis/gmat-prep/Custom%20Basketball%20Rules/question/1273
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Custom%20Basketball%20Rules/question/1273
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/two-part_analysis-questions/gmat-prep/Custom%20Basketball%20Rules/question/1273
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Graph ics Interpretation  
 
The GMAT Integrated Reasoningôs Graphics Interpretation involves questions that require you to look at all kinds of g raphs and 
charts including scatterplots with regression lines, Venn diagrams, bar charts, segmented charts, line graphs, bubble charts, and 
even stock charts. This is certainly the most visually appealing section of the GMAT exam and it may very well be quite fun for 
many people. Thatôs a good thing. Itôs certainly a lot more fun and requires less brain power than the GMAT Integrated  
Reasoning: Two Part Analysis section. 
 
The more difficult graphics interpretation questions will typically ask you to spot a particular data point and compare that data 
point with the other data points or another specific data point. To do this, you may be required to manipulate numbers with 
different units/metrics and so some of the math can get a little tricky. For example, dividing 1.2 billion by 20,000 may be t he 
kind of math that most people are not used to ï but youôll see this kind of math on the GMAT integrated reasoning section. 
Yes, there is an on-screen calculator to use whenever you want. However, note that dividing 1.2 billion by 20,000 will not be 
easy on the calculator. It is very easy for you to miscount entering the number of zeroes and if youôre off by even just one, your 
entire answer will not be accurate. The key to success when doing these kinds of calculations is to pay attention to metrics.  Get 
used to dividing, moving decimals a few spaces over, and paying close attention to units ï whether they are billions, millions, 
thousands, or decimals. 

http://www.gmatpill.com/announcements/gmat-pill-releases-integrated-reasoning-twopart-analysis/
http://www.gmatpill.com/announcements/gmat-pill-releases-integrated-reasoning-twopart-analysis/
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-prep-about-the-gmat/gmat-section-june-2012-integrated-reasoning/
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Graphics Interpretation Practice Questions (5) with Video Explanations 

 
Graphics Interpretation Sam ple Question #1: Bar Chart  

 

 
 
Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/integrate d-reasoning/graphics_interpretation/gmat -
prep/Ranking%20Facebook%20(Bar%20Chart)/question/1366 
 
 
 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation/gmat-prep/Ranking%20Facebook%20(Bar%20Chart)/question/1366
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation/gmat-prep/Ranking%20Facebook%20(Bar%20Chart)/question/1366
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Graphics Interpretation Sample Question #2: Double Axis Bar Chart  
 
 

 
 
Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-
prep/Company%20Sales%20&%20Traffic/question/1137 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-prep/Company%20Sales%20&%20Traffic/question/1137
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-prep/Company%20Sales%20&%20Traffic/question/1137
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Graphics Interpretation Sample Question #3: Segmented Bar Graph  
 
 

 
 
Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-
prep/Behavior%20of%20Day%201%20Shoppers%20/question/1138  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-prep/Behavior%20of%20Day%201%20Shoppers%20/question/1138
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-prep/Behavior%20of%20Day%201%20Shoppers%20/question/1138
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Graphics Interpretation Sample Question #4: Pie chart  
 
 
 
 

 
Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-
prep/Percentile%20Wealth%20Distribution%20in%20America/question/1132  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-prep/Percentile%20Wealth%20Distribution%20in%20America/question/1132
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-prep/Percentile%20Wealth%20Distribution%20in%20America/question/1132
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Graphics Interpretation Sample Question #5: Stock Chart  

 
 

 
 Go to: http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat -practice-test/gmat -integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-
prep/Apple%20Stock%20Chart/question/1298 
 

http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-prep/Apple%20Stock%20Chart/question/1298
http://www.gmatpill.com/gmat-practice-test/gmat-integrated-reasoning/graphics_interpretation-questions/gmat-prep/Apple%20Stock%20Chart/question/1298
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Graphics Interp retation Concepts: Correlation  
P 
 
 

Positive correlation  ï This is basically when one value goes up and the other also goes 
up in a fairly predictable manner like the graph below.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Negative Correlation  ï This is when one value goes up and the other value goes down 
in a fairly predictable manner.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
No Correlation  ï This is when there is no predictable pattern ï the data points are all 
over the place and you canôt really say thereôs a strong relationship between the two 
metrics. 
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Graphics Interpretation Concepts: Slope 

 
For the purposes of the GMAT, you should know relative slope. Often times, you may be presented with a line similar to the 
green line presented below that has a certain slope. Letôs say it has a slope of 1 as in the case below. 
 

 
 
Higher Slope:  You should know that by rotating the line towards the up and down y -axis, you are creating a HIGHER 
SLOPE. 
 
If you keep rotating until the line becomes the y -axis, you effectively reach a really, really high number for the slopeðand 
that  

 
 
Lower Slope:  And by rotating that same line around the origin towards the left and right x -axis, you are creating a 
LOWER SLOPE. 
 
Once the line becomes exactly the same as the x-axis, you have a slope = 0. Any further r otation would give you a 
negative slope. 
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Graphics Interpretation Concepts: Units & Metrics 

 
 

Graphs are fun to look at, but the GMAT guys canôt make the graphics part so easy by just simply asking simple questions. 
Youôre going to need to take an extra step ï and that often involves working with big numbers.  
 
Thatôs a good thing, right? 
 
In the real world, youôll see big numbers in any industry report ï millions in sales, billions in market cap, thousands in units. 
Youôll be asked to combine all of these together. 
 
Sample Question:  For example, a company with $45 million in sales represents what percentage market share of an 
industry that generates $1.3 billion in sales per year? 
 
Well, youôll need to divide $45 million by $1.3 billion. In problem solving questions, you would do math that includes 45 
divided by 180 ï nice, simple round numbers.  
 
But for integrated reasoning, youôll be doing things like: 
 
                                                            $45 million  
                                                            ---------------   = ? 
                                                            $1.3 billion 
 
GMAT Tip:  Match the units/metrics!  
 

How to Apply it:  Convert $1.3 billion Ą $1,300 million. 
 
Now do $45 million divided by $1,300 million. Do this on the calculator.  
 
The ñmillionsò units/metrics cancel out, so youôre left with $45 / $1,300.  
 
Enter this into the on screen calculator, and youôll get $45 / $1,300 = .0346 = 3.46% 
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Table Analysis 
 

The table analysis section asks you to look at a two dimensional chart of numeric and non -numeric data. Concepts you might see here 
including ordering, mean, median, mode, percentages, fractions and more.  

 

Table Analysis Concepts: Sorting and Rank  
 

One unique attribute about the table analys is section is the ability to sort. You can sort data alphabetically and you can also sort data 
numerically.  
 
Simply selecting the drop down and specifying which column you would like to sort by will sort the rows of data according to that specific 
column you choose. For example, selecting to sort by ñFinal Scoreò will sort the data numerically for the last column shown in the table 
below. 

 
 
















